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Abstract
Non notherian Formal schemes of perfectoid type (for example Zp[p
1/p∞ ] 〈X1/p∞〉
and its multivariate version) with rational degree are constructed and are shown to
be admissible. These formal schemes are non Notherian avatar of Tate anoid alge-
bras. The corresponding notion of topologically nite presentation are constructed
and Gabber's Lemma, admissible blow ups (Raynaud's approach) are shown to hold
under certain assumptions. A new notion of rings called ekad are introduced, which
recover most examples of perfectoid anoid algebras, without resorting to Huber's
construction, Witt vectors or Frobenius.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Results
This paper constructs new Non Notherian formal schemes of rational degree. These for-
mal schemes cover the case of non notherian Perfectoidish formal schemes (inspired by
[Scholze, 2012]) of rational degree, but completely avoids Witt Vectors and Frobenius, by
adopting a much simpler approach of attaching dth power roots (called ekad in this paper).
The rings are restricted power series of the form R
〈
X,X1/p, X1/p
2
, . . .
〉
often denoted as
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R
〈
X1/p
∞〉
(in this paper R 〈X〉∞). The elements are of the form
(1.1)
∑
i∈N[1/p]n
ciX
i ∈ R[[X,X1/p, X1/p2 , . . .]], ci ∈ R, lim
i→∞ ci = 0.
The multivariate version is dened similarly as R
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , X
1/p∞
2 , . . . , X
1/p∞
n
〉
(in this paper
R 〈X1, X2, . . . , Xn〉∞). R itself can be non notherian, for example, Zp[p1/p∞ ]. The degree is
often Z[1/p], but formal schemes of degree Q are also constructed (see section 4.1).
In lemma 3.3 the admissibility of such schemes is proved.
Lemma. Let R be an admissible ring with ideal of denition a, then the ring A =
R 〈X1, . . . , Xr〉∞ is admissible.
The above lemma makes it possible to do algebraic geometry on perfectoidish schemes
in a natural manner. Furthermore, this allows to pass from R to its fraction eld using
Raynaud's generic bre approach.
The construction of ekad rings is done section 5, and a ton of examples are given. The
lemma 3.3 again holds in the setting of ekad rings. In section 7, an analogue of topo-
logically nite type and topologically nite presentation for the rings R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞ are
constructed and called topologically nite eka type and topologically nite eka presentation.
The coherence of the rings R[T1/p
∞
] and R 〈T〉∞ is proved in Proposition 7.5 and Corol-
lary 7.6.
Proposition. Let A be a Noetherian admissible ring with ideal of denition generated
by a single element a and R = A[a1/p, a1/p
2
, . . .] (R is ekap), then R[T1/p
∞
] is coherent.
Corollary. R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is coherent.
Finally, the following atness results shown in Lemma 11.5 are needed to prove Gabber's
Lemma.
Lemma. 1. The canonical map A[T1/p
∞
]→ A
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for A Notherian.
2. The canonical map K[T1/p
∞
]→ K
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for K where K is a eld.
3. The canonical map R[T1/p
∞
]→ R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for R ekap.
4. Let B = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
, then the canonical map B[T ]→ B 〈T〉 is at.
5. Let B = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
, then the canonical map B[T1/p
∞
]→ B
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at.
The above mentioned three results form the backbone of the paper. The rest of the
results can then be obtained using standard results mentioned in Chapter 7 and 8 of
[Bosch, 2014].
Furthermore, the following Proposition 7.11 , Corollary 7.16 and Proposition 8.2 are
proved, along with other supporting results.
Proposition. Let A be a R algebra of topologically eka type and M a nite A module.
Then M is I adically complete and separated.
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Corollary. Let A be an R algebra that is I adically complete and separated, and let
f1, . . . , fr ∈ A generate the unit ideal. Then the following are equivalent
1. A is of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
2. A
〈
f−1i
〉
is of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
Proposition. Let A be an R algebra that is I adically complete and separated, and let
X = Spf A be the associated formal R scheme. Then the following are equivalent
1. X is locally of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
2. A is topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible) as R algebra.
In the section 10 the coherent properties are discussed, and the following Corollary 10.4
is shown.
Corollary. Let M be an OX module, where X is a formal R scheme of topologically
nite eka presentation, then the following are equivalent
1. M is coherent.
2. M is of nite presentation.
3. M|Xi is associated to coherent OXi module, where (Xi)i∈J is a covering of X.
Admissible formal blow ups are discussed in section 11. Finally, the following proposi-
tion 11.11 is shown, which answers the question raised by Peter Scholze about perfectoid
spaces and their description as Raynaud Blow Up (at Arizona Winter School 2017) in the
setting of ekad rings.
Proposition. Let A be topologically nite eka presentation and a = 〈f0, . . . , fr〉 ⊂ A
a coherent open ideal. Suppose X = Spf A is the admissible formal ane R scheme
with coherent open ideal A = a∆ and XA is formal blowing up of A on X. Then the
following hold
1. The ideal A is a line bundle.
2. Let the ideal A be generated by fi, i = 0, . . . , r and Ui be the corresponding locus
in XA, then {Ui} denes an open ane covering of XA.
3. With Ci as given below, denote Ai = Ci/(I−torsion)Ci then Ui = Spf Ai and the
I torsion of Ci is same as the fi torsion.
(1.2) Ci = A
〈
fj
fi
〉
=
A 〈ξj〉
(fiξj − fj)
where j 6= i
1.2 Acknowledgement
I am grateful to Matthew Morrow and Peter Scholze for pointing out errors in the earlier
draft. These errors are now xed and any remaining errors are my own.
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2 Linear Topology
As is customary, the story begins by recalling a few facts from [Grothendieck, 1960, pp. 60
§7](also denoted as EGA0 and EGA1).
Definition 2.1. In the linearly topologised ring A, we say that an ideal I is an ideal of
denition if I is open and if, for all neighborhoods V of 0, there is an integer n > 0 such
that In ⊂ V (by abuse of language, we say that the sequence (In) tends to 0). We say that
linearly topologised ring A is preadmissible if there exists in A an ideal of denition; we
say that A is admissible if it is preadmissible and if it is also separated and complete.
The linear topology allows to transfer neighborhoods of one point to another (linearly),
thus only neighborhoods of zero (or some other xed element) are required to dene neigh-
borhood of any other element.
Examples
1. Zp has innitely many ideals of denition p
iZp, i ∈ Z>0 and the maximal among
them is pZp (using p adic convergence to zero or algebraically p adic ltration).
2. Zp[p
1/p∞ ] contains innitely many ideals of denition piZp, i ∈ Z[1/p]>0. The
maximal ideal is I = ∪ip1/p
i
coming from the chain p ⊂ p1/p ⊂ p1/p2 ⊂ · · · . But,
the maximal ideal is not an ideal of denition, since In = I and hence does not tend
to zero.
3. Zp[ζ
1/p∞ ] contains innitely many ideals of denition piZp, i ∈ Z>0 (p adic con-
vergence) forming the neighborhood of zero. Similar to above I = ∪iζ1/p
i
, where ζ
is the root of unity, is not an ideal of denition (forming the neighborhood of one),
since In = I and it does not tend to one.
By virtue of corollary below the topologies are independent of the choice of ideal of denition
I. For semi local rings it is customary to take ideal of denition of a topological ring A as
radical of A denoted as rad(A). In this tract the focus is on linearly topologised rings with
nitely generated ideal of denition.
Corollary 2.2 (Corollaire (7.1.8) [Grothendieck, 1960, pp. 61]). If a preadmissible ring
A is such that, for an ideal of denition I, the powers In(n > 0) form a fundamental
system of neighborhoods of 0, it is the same as the powers I ′n of all ideal of denition
I ′ of A.
3 Restricted power series
In [EGA0 §7.5] or [Bourbaki, 1998, pp 212-213] the restricted power series are constructed.
Let A be a topological ring , linearly topologised, separated and complete; let (Iλ) be a
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in A formed by open ideals (open), so that A is
canonically identied with lim←−A/Iλ. For all λ, let Bλ = (A/Iλ)[T1, ....Tr], where the Ti are
the indeterminates ; it is clear that the Bλ form a projective system of discrete rings. We
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set lim←−Bλ = A{T1, . . . Tn}, and this topological ring is independent of fundamental system
of ideals (Iλ) considered. More precisely, let A
′ be a sub ring of the ring of formal series
A[[T1, . . . , Tr]] formed by formal series
∑
α cαT
α (with α = (α1, . . . , αr) ∈ Nr) such that
lim cα = 0; we say that these series are the formal series restricted in the Ti, with coecients
in A. In this tract we re-write A ′ = A 〈T1, . . . , Tr〉. There is a topological isomorphism
between A ′ and lim←−λ Bλ and is shown on [EGA0 §7.5, page 70] .
The neighborhoods of 0 can be dened explicitly in A ′. For all neighborhoods V of 0
in A, let V ′ be the set of x =
∑
α cαT
α ∈ A ′ such that cα ∈ V for all α. The V ′ form a
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 dening on A ′ a topology of a separated ring.
Remark 3.1. [EGA0 7.5.4].
1. If A is an admissible, so is A ′ = A 〈T1, . . . , Tr〉.
2. Let A be an adic ring, I is an ideal of denition of A such that I/I2 be of nite type
on A/I. If we denote I ′ = IA ′, A ′ is then a I ′ adic ring and I ′/I ′2 is of nite type on
A ′/I ′ . If in addition A is Noetherian, so is A ′.
3.1 Adding pth power roots
Construction 3.2. Let R be an admissible ring and a an ideal of denition, consider the
following diagram where the rst row is just degree p extension (p not necessarily prime),
and the second row is its multivariate version.
(3.1)
R[X]→ R[X1/p]→ R[X1/p2 ]→· · · → R[X1/pi ]→ · · · →
⋃
i>0
R[X1/p
i
] = lim−→
i
R[X1/p
i
]
R[X1, . . . , Xn]→ · · · → R[X1/p
i
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
n ]→ · · · →
⋃
i>0
R[X
1/pi
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
n ] = lim−→
i
R[X
1/pi
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
n ]
Notice that direct limit lim−→i is simply a union of spaces formed out of injective maps, and
the inverse limit lim←−λ is taken over the fundamental system of neighborhood formed by a.
In order to ease the ow x notation as
(3.2) R 〈X〉∞ = lim←−
λ
lim−→
i
R[X1/p
i
] and R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉∞ = lim←−
λ
lim−→
i
R[X
1/pi
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
n ]
The ring R 〈X〉∞ is also written as R 〈X1/p∞〉.
The elements of f ∈ R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞ can be explicity described as
(3.3) f =
∑
i∈Z[1/p]>0
aiT
i ai ∈ R, |ai|→ 0 as i→∞
where T denotes the monomial formed by the product of Xj, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and i denotes
the degree of the monomial. The monomials can be ordered by observing the ordering of
rational numbers.
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Lemma 3.3. Let R be an admissible ring with ideal of denition a, then the ring
A = R 〈X1, . . . , Xr〉∞ is admissible.
Proof. The construction above and remark 3.1 gives the admissibility. More precisely
(following EGA 0,§7.5), A is the sub ring of the ring of formal series R[[X1/p
∞
1 , . . . , X
1/p∞
r ]]
formed by formal series
∑
α cαX
α (with α = (α1, . . . , αr) ∈ (N[1/p])r) such that lim cα = 0;
(ordering the monomials by rational degree). The neighborhoods of 0 can be dened
explicitly in A. For all neighborhoods V of 0 in R, let V ′ be the set of x =
∑
α cαX
α ∈ A
such that cα ∈ V for all α. The V ′ form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0
dening on A a topology of a separated ring.
Another proof can be given by adapting the proof of Proposition 3 from [Bourbaki, 1998,
pp 213] by changing the map φan1,...,nr with (n1, . . . , nr) ∈ N[1/p],
(3.4) φan1,...,nr : (A/a)[X
1/p∞
1 , . . . , X
1/p∞
r ]→ A/a
which maps every polynomial to the coecient of Xn11 · · ·Xnrr in this polynomial. The
inverse limit is formed by a over the neighborhood of zero as in the cited reference.
Remark 3.4. The above lemma holds for R = oK, where oK is the valuation ring ( or
ring of integers) for the perfectoid eld K.
3.2 Degree as a Q
In the spirit of constructions above, the following construction gives power series with
rational degree.
Construction 3.5. Consider the following notations
(3.5)
R1 = R[X], R2 = R[X,X
1/2], R3 = R[X,X
1/2, X1/3],
R4 = R[X,X
1/2, X1/3, X1/4], . . . , Ri = R[X,X
1/2, . . . , X1/i]
The above rings can be arranged in an increasing order
(3.6) R1 ⊂ R2 ⊂ R3 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ri ⊂ . . . lim−→Ri =
⋃
i>1
R[X1/i],
and completed (with respect to ideal of denition) as in the construction 3.2 to get
R
〈
X1/i
〉
, i ∈ N, in other words lim←−λ lim−→i Ri. This includes monomial of every rational
degree, since the every element of Q>0 can be written in the form a/b where a, b ∈ N.
This construction can be done for the multivariate case in a similar manner. For n = 2
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consider the following
(3.7)
R1 = R[X, Y],
R2 = R[X,X
1/2, Y, Y1/2],
R3 = R[X,X
1/2, X1/3, Y, Y1/2, Y1/3],
R4 = R[X,X
1/2, X1/3, X1/4, Y, Y1/2, Y1/3, Y1/4],
... =
...
Ri = R[X,X
1/2, . . . , X1/i, Y, Y1/2, . . . , Y1/i]
... =
....
The above can be canonically expanded to the n variable case. Completing the above with
respect to ideal of denition gives the series R
〈
T i
〉
, i ∈ Q, where T = {X1, . . . , Xn} and i is
the sum of degrees of each Xj. The elements can be more formally written as,
(3.8)
∑
i
aiT
i, i ∈ Q |ai|→ 0,
and denoted by RnQ . The ordering of monomials comes from ordering rationals.
Remark 3.6. The lemma 3.3 can be adapted to show admissibility of the ring RnQ , by
following the exact same reasoning.
4 Sheaves
Let A be an adic ring with ideal of denition a and is complete and separated. For example,
A = R 〈X〉∞ or A = R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞. It is assumed that the ideal a ⊂ R and is nitely
generated.
Following [EGA1 10.1 Page 180] or [Bosch, 2014, pp. 158-159] there is a formal scheme
X = Spf A that can be canonically identied with the space Spec A/a, with a as an ideal
of denition. This gives rise to sheaf, for f ∈ A
(4.1) D(f) 7→ A
〈
f−1
〉
and stalk Ox = lim−→
x∈D(f)
A
〈
f−1
〉
This sheaf can then be used to compute cohomology of line bundles of the space Pn
with the same proof as given in [Bedi, 2018] or [Bedi, 2017] for perfectoid spaces. The
line bundles O(n) now have degree Z[1/p] (p not necessarily prime). The cover of the
space is given by the hyperplanes {Xi = 0}i and setting f = Xi gives the required sheaf for
computing with Cech Cohomology. An extension with rational degree Q in stead of Z[1/p]
is given below.
4.1 Line Bundle O(d), d ∈ Q
This brings us to the case of O(d) the line bundle with d ∈ Q. For example, the global
sections ofH0(P1,OP1(2)) are generated by x
2, xa1/b1ya2/b2 , y2 where (a1/b1)+(a2/b2) =
8
2 and ai/bi ∈ Q, which gives an innite dimensional space. The ane pieces are series are
RnQ glued together in a natural way to get P
n,ekaQ
K .
Theorem 4.1. 1. H0(Pn,ekaQK ,OPn,ekaQK
(m)) is a free module of innite rank.
2. Hn(Pn,ekaQK ,OPn,ekaQK
(−m)) for m > n is a free module of innite rank.
3. Hi(Pn,ekaQK ,OPn,ekaQK
) = 0 if 0 < i < n
Proof. The proof from [Bedi, 2018, pages 71-78] applies here word for word, by changing
P
n,ad,perf
K to P
n,ekaQ
K , which is in turn adapted from [Vakil, 2017].
The Pic group for Pn,ekaQK would be Q, and is computed precisely as the pic group of
P
n,ad,perf
K , which is Z[1/p] [Bedi, 2018].
Definition 4.2.
1. Let A be an adic (topological) ring with nitely generated ideal of denition a and
X = Spf A with corresponding sheaf of topological rings OX as constructed above.
The locally ringed space (X,OX) (denoted again by X) is called the ane formal
scheme of A.
2. A formal scheme is locally isomorphic to an ane formal scheme, in other words every
x ∈ X admits an open neighborhood U where (U,OX|U) is ane formal scheme.
3. The completed tensor product of two adic rings A and B with ideal of denitions a, b
respectively over a ring R is dened as
A⊗̂RB := lim←−A/a
n ⊗R B/bn
A⊗̂RB is an adic ring with ideal of denition generated by the image of a⊗RB+A⊗Rb
if a, b are nitely generated.
4. Fiber product of two ane formal schemes Spf A,Spf B over Spf R is given by
Spf (A⊗̂RB)
4.2 Irreducibility
The irreducible hyperplane X ∈ R 〈X〉 is no longer irreducible in R
〈
X1/p
〉
, but its avatar
X1/p is irreducible. This is taken as the motivation for denition of codimension one.
Definition 4.3. [codimension 1] An element f(X) ∈ R 〈X〉∞ is dened to be of codimension
one if
f(X), f(X1/p), . . . , f(X1/p
i
), . . .
are codimension one in
R 〈X〉 , R
〈
X1/p
〉
, · · · , R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
, . . .
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respectively. The above is naturally extended to multivariate case.
An element f(X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞ is dened to be codimension one if
f(X1, . . . , Xn), f(X
1/p
1 , . . . X
1/p
n ), . . . , f(X
1/pi
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
1 ), . . .
are codimension one in
R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉 , R
〈
X
1/p
1 , . . . , X
1/p
n
〉
, · · · , R
〈
X
1/pi
1 , . . . , X
1/pi
n
〉
, . . .
respectively.
Remark 4.4. If the variable X and X1/p
i
are interchanged, then f(X) = g(X) · h(X) if
and only if f(X1/p
i
) = g(X1/p
i
) · h(X1/pi), irreducibility in R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉 carries over to
irreducibility in R
〈
X
1/pi
1 , . . . X
1/pi
n
〉
and is thus taken as the avatar of irreducibility in
R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉∞. Furthermore, the elements of R 〈X〉∞ are of the form f(X,X1/p, X1/p2 , . . .)
and for codim 1, only elements of the form f(X) are being considered.
The above denition makes it possible to dene a cover for a space of the form R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞
and do computations using Weil divisors. For example, the projective space Pn can be cov-
ered with ane patches dened by Xi = 0. In fact, the cover of a space will now always be
compact since by denition codimension one elements live in notherian ring R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉.
5 Attaching roots to ideal of definition
Construction 5.1. In Galois theory roots are routinely attached to extend rings. Let
a ∈ R generate the Ideal of denition. The dth root of a can be attached to R as
(5.1) R1 =
R[X]
Xd − a
or R1 = R[a
1/d].
The above can be repeated inductively to get
(5.2)
R2 =
R1[X]
Xd
2 − a
or R2 = R1[a
1/d2 ] = R[a1/d, a1/d
2
] = R[a1/d
2
]
Ri =
Ri−1[X]
Xd
i − a
or Ri = Ri−1[a
1/di ] = R[a1/d, a1/d
2
, . . . , a1/d
i
] = R[a1/d
i
].
Thus, according the philosophy adopted in this tract, there is an increasing sequence of
rings
(5.3) R ⊂ R1 ⊂ R2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ri ⊂ . . . with direct limit lim−→Ri =
⋃
i
Ri = R[a
1/d, a1/d
2
, . . .]
Remark 5.2. It is assumed that the ideal of denition a is nitely generated in this tract.
Furthermore, one could add a1/p
i
to R. This, will not have an impact on topology since
the neighborhoods are still considered as an, n ∈ N [Grothendieck, 1960, pp 62, Corollaire
7.1.8].
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Slogan 5.3. Use Noetherian rings to construct neighborhoods, and then add fractional
powers of ideals of denition to make the ring Non-Notherian. The direct limit functor is
exact and hence should preserve the properties that are desired.
The above leads to following denition.
Definition 5.4. Let A be an admissible noetherian ring with prescribed maximal ideal of
denition generated by a single element a ∈ A, and a has no fractional powers in A. Then
the ring A ′ obtained from A by attaching dth power roots of a will be called ekad ring.
(see construction 5.1)
The word `eka' means one in hindi to represent the principal ideal which has be frac-
talized into myriad parts. The above denition can be extended in the obvious manner to
ideals with multiple generators (attach roots of generators). Moreover, eka1 recovers the
ring A with ideal of denition a.
Definition 5.5. Let A be an admissible ring with prescribed ideal of denition nitely
generated by set {ai}i∈J ∈ A, and each ai have no fractional powers in A. Then the ring
A ′ obtained from A by attaching dth power roots of {ai} will be called J eka
d ring.
Example 5.6. Let the pair (A, I) denote the ring and its prescribed ideal of denition.
1. (Zp 〈T〉 , p) has ekad avatar Zp[p, p1/d, p1/d
2
, . . .] 〈T〉.
2. (Zp[[T ]], T) has eka
d avatar Zp[T, T
1/d, T1/d
2
, . . .].
3. (Zp^〈T〉 , (p, T)) has ekad avatar Zp[p, T, p1/d, T1/d, p1/d
2
, T1/d
2
. . .]̂ 〈T〉.
4. (Zp[T ], 0) has eka
d avatar R ′ with lots of nilpotents.
(5.4) R1 =
Zp[T ][X]
Xd
and recursively Ri =
Ri−1[Xi]
Xd
i
i
R ′ = lim−→
i
Ri.
A direct way of expressing the above is by writing the dith roots of zero in terms
of indeterminates as Xd1 = 0, X
d2
2 = 0, . . . , X
di
i = 0 and hence the ring obtained is S
below.
(5.5) R =
Zp[X1, X2, . . .][T ]
Xd1 , X
d2
2 , . . .
and S =
R
X1 = Xd2 , X2 = X
d
3 , . . .
.
Notice, that denominator in S is essentially an avatar of a inverse projective limit of
frobenius if d = p.
5. (Fp, 0) has eka
d avatar Fp[p
1/d, p1/d
2
, . . .] (also denoted as Fp[p
1/d∞ ]) with lots of
nilpotents as in example above.
5.0.1 Attaching all rational roots
Construction 5.7. In the spirit of construction 3.5, the rational roots can be attached for
the a ∈ R which generates the ideal of denition.
(5.6) R2 =
R[X]
X2 − a
or R2 = R[a
1/2].
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The above can be repeated inductively to get
(5.7)
R3 =
R1[X]
X3 − a
or R3 = R[a
1/2, a1/3]
Ri =
Ri−1[X]
Xi − a
or Ri = Ri−1[a
1/i] = R[a, a1/2, a1/3, . . . , a1/i, . . .].
Thus, according the philosophy adopted in this tract, there is an increasing sequence of
rings
(5.8)
R ⊂ R2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ri ⊂ . . . with direct limit lim−→Ri =
⋃
i
Ri = R[a, a
1/2, a1/3, . . . , a1/i, . . .].
The above constructions naturally lead to the following analogue of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 5.8. Let R be an admissible ekad ring with ideal of denition a, then the ring
A = R 〈X1, . . . , Xr〉∞ is admissible.
Proof. Same proof as that of Lemma 3.3.
5.0.2 Bijection
Notice the following bijection
(5.9)
Completed Ring with respect to←→ Completed Eka ring with respect to
a principal ideal of denition same ideal of denition
(A, I)←→ (A ′, I) where A ′ is ekapA
This suggests we could consider two categories (i) D whose objects are Completed Rings
with a principal ideal of Denition and (ii) Dekap whose objects are Completed eka Rings
with same ideal of Denition, but now come attached with all the pth power roots. The
objects of two categories are in one to one correspondence by construction, for example,
(5.10)
Zp ↔ Zp[p1/p
∞
],
Qp ↔ Qp(p1/p
∞
),
Fp[[T ]]↔ Fp[[T1/p
∞
]],
Fp((T))↔ Fp((T1/p
∞
)).
But additional roots bring additional morphisms in Dekap, making equivalence of cat-
egories a non obvious problem.
Furthermore, in the spirit of Raynaud's generic ber [Raynaud, 1974], the above corre-
spondence can be carried over to eld of fractions (since, localization in an exact functor).
5.1 Examples
Examples of eka rings are given in 1 and 5. Note that ring Zp
〈
T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .
〉
in 2 is
not an eka since, it does not have pth power roots of p. Similarly, Zp 〈Tr〉 (in 4) is an a
non example, but adding pth power roots Zp[p
1/p∞ ] 〈Tr〉 makes it eka.
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1. A basic example of such a case is Zp[p
1/p∞ ], attaching pth power roots of p to padic
integers. Given any ring S and t /∈ S, a topological ring of the form S[[t]] can be
formed (with t-adic valuation) so that neighborhood of zero is given by tn, n ∈ N.
Furthermore all pth roots of t can be added (which gives S[[tp
1/∞
]]), to get innitely
many ideals of denition.
2. Ring R = Z[T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .] completed with respect to ideal pR will give the ring
Zp
〈
T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .
〉
.
3. Ring R = Z[T, T1/d, T1/d
2
, . . .] completed with respect to ideal pR will give the ring
Zp
〈
T, T1/d, T1/d
2
, . . .
〉
where d is not prime.
4. Ring R = Z[Tr] where r ∈ Q completed with respect to ideal pR will give the ring
Zp 〈Tr〉. Here Tr represents the entire set of {Tr1 , Tr2 , . . .} with ri ∈ Q and the series
ordered by the ordering of rational numbers.
5. R = Zp[p
1/p∞ ][T, T1/p, T1/p2 , . . .] completed with respect to ideal pR will give the
ring Zp[p
1/p∞ ]̂
〈
T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .
〉
.
6. R = Zp[ζ
1/p∞ ][T, T1/p, T1/p2 , . . .] completed with respect to ideal pR will give the
ring Zp[ζ
1/p∞ ]̂
〈
T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .
〉
. The ζ1/p
i
represents roots of unity.
7. R = Z[ζ1/p
∞
][T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .] completed with respect to ideal pR will give the ring
Zp[ζ
1/p∞ ]̂
〈
T, T1/p, T1/p
2
, . . .
〉
. The ζ1/p
i
represents roots of unity.
5.2 Finite Fields Fp
Starting with a nite eld Fp there are two ways in which a fundamental ideal can be
attached. First attach an indeterminate T and work with respect to ideal T to form neigh-
borhoods of zero. The second is attach avatars of zero itself, this is the Witt vector
approach.
Examples of eka rings are 2 and 5.
1. Start with ring Fp[T ] and complete with respect to ideal T to get Fp[[T ]].
2. Start with ring Fp[T
1/p∞ ] and complete with respect to ideal T to get Fp[[T1/p∞ ]].
This can be extended to any rational power roots of T .
3. Attach avatars of zero in Fp, that is (1, p, p
2, p3, . . .), which will form neighborhoods
of zero. This can be done by the Witt vector, W(Fp) = Zp.
4. Attach avatars of zero in Fp[T ], that is (1, p, p
2, p3, . . .), which will form neighbor-
hoods of zero. This can be done by the Witt vector, W(Fp[T ]).
5. Attach avatars of zero in Fp[T
1/p∞ ], that is (1, p, p2, p3, . . .), which will form neigh-
borhoods of zero. This can be done by the Witt vector W(Fp[T
1/p∞ ]).
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5.3 Eka and Separability
Recall that separability (or Hausdor) means that ∩iai = 0 for the ideal of denition a.
The intersection comes from the chain
(5.11) a ⊃ a2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ an ⊃ . . . ⊃
⋂
i
ai = 0
Adding dth power roots extends the chain further
(5.12) . . . ⊃ a1/d2 ⊃ a1/d ⊃ a ⊃ a2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ an ⊃ . . . ⊃
⋂
i
ai = 0,
but has no impact on the intersection since bigger sets are being added. Hence, a separable
ring still remains separable even after making it ekad.
5.4 Eka Valuation Ring
One can also consider the eka version of Discrete Valuation Rings. Let π be the uniformiz-
ing parameter of a discrete valuation ring R. Then one can construct the ekad DVR as
R[π1/d, π1/d
2
, . . . , π1/d
i
, . . .]. The valuation group is no longer discrete but Z[1/d]. Fur-
thermore, one could even consider ekaQ version where all rational roots of uniformizer are
attached, for example, R[πi], i ∈ Q>0.
The residue eld κ does not change for the ekad, as shown below.
(5.13) R/ 〈π〉 = κ = R[π1/d, π1/d2 , . . . , π1/di , . . .]/ ∪i π1/d
i
, i ∈ Z>0
Let f : R → R ′ be the morphism of two DVRs with uniformizer of R mapping to
uniformizer of R ′, (local morphism) Furthermore, let κ ′ (residue eld of R ′) be a nite
separable extension of κ, then f is said to be unramied. Replacing R and R ′ with their
ekad avatar, the morphism still remains unramied because the residue elds remain the
same.
The Krull dimension of a R is one given by the chain 0 ⊂ 〈π〉 ⊂ R, this chain becomes
(5.14) 0 ⊂ ∪i
〈
π1/d
i
〉
⊂ R[π1/d, π1/d2 , . . . , π1/di , . . .], i ∈ Z>0,
preserving the Krull dimension. The ideal 〈π〉 is no longer prime in this ring, since π1/d ·
π(d−1)/d = π is in the ring but neither π1/d or π(d−1)/d are in 〈π〉.
Moreover, if the map f : R → R ′ is at (in addition to be being unramied), then f is
called etale. Again, replacing R and R ′ with its ekad avatar the map f will remain etale.
This can be observed by using the ideal criterion for atness. Injectivity of ideal generated
by the uniformizer will be preserved under direct limit. In other words atness comes from
injectivity 〈π〉 ⊗R R ′ ↪→ R ′, applying the direct limit gives lim−→〈π〉 ⊗lim−→R lim−→R
′ ↪→ lim−→R
′.
5.5 Eka Local Rings
Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m generated by the set (aλ)λ∈Λ and the residue
eld k = R/m. Consider the J ekad avatar of R given as S = ∪iR[a1/d
i
λ ], i ∈ Z>0, λ ∈ Λ,
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then S is a local ring with maximal ideal m ′ = ∪i(a1/d
i
λ )λ∈Λ and the residue eld is still
k = R ′/m ′.
5.6 Eka Rings with Prime Ideals
Let R be a ring with prime ideal p generated by the set (aλ)λ∈Λ and the domain D = R/p.
Consider the J ekad avatar of R given as S = ∪iR[a1/d
i
λ ], i ∈ Z>0, λ ∈ Λ, then S has a prime
ideal p ′ = ∪i(a1/d
i
λ )λ∈Λ and the domain is still D = R
′/p ′.
Hence, one can naturally do algebraic geometry over non notherian ekad rings by emu-
lating the results of Notherian rings.
5.7 Rees Algebra
Let R be an admissible ring with an ideal of dention generated by a single element a.
Then the rees algebra is given as
(5.15) BaR = R⊕ aR⊕ a2R⊕ . . . =
⊕
n>0
anR
The problem with such a blow up is that under reduction mod a it reduces to R mod a
and all the ideals vanish. In order to preserve the blow up under mod a mapping it is
neccessary to introduce the ekad avatar.
Definition 5.9. Let R be an ekad ring with ideal of denition generated by a, then its
ekad blow up is given as
(5.16) R ′ =
⊕
n>0
anR⊕ a1/dR⊕ a1/d2R⊕ . . . = BaR⊕
⊕
n>1
a1/d
n
R
This blow up can be transfered from char zero (say Zp[p
1/p∞ ]) to nite character (say
Fp[p
1/p∞ ]).
5.7.1 Artin Rees
In this tract the rings are Non Notherian, thus the Artin-Rees Lemma cannot be used
directly. Instead a much simpler construction is considered.
Let R be a an ekad ring with ideal of dention a (a single element a ∈ R), and N ⊂M
be a innitely (or nitely) generated R modules. Then the corresponding Rees Algebras
with respect to ideal a are denoted below.
(5.17)
BaR = R⊕ aR⊕ a2R⊕ . . .
M ′ =M⊕ aM⊕ a2M⊕ . . .
N ′ = N⊕ aN⊕ a2N⊕ . . .
If M is innitely generated by x1, x2, . . . over R they also generate M
′ over BaR, similary
if N is innitely generated by y1, y2, . . . over R they also generate N
′ over BaR.
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The ltration is a stable, that is aMn = Mn+1 for the blow up or ltered graded
module
⊕
n>0Mn. Furthermore, a
nN = anM ∩ N,n > 0, hence the a adic ltration of
M induces a adic lration of the submodule N.
6 Equivalence of categories
A ring homomorphism φ : A[X] → B is called is called an evaluation in b ∈ B if and only
if
(6.1) φ(X) = b and φ ◦ i = κ,
where i : A ↪→ A[X] and κ : A → B is a unital ring homomorphism. This ring homomor-
phism can now be considered for fractional powers, φ : A[X1/p]→ B where now X1/p 7→ b ′,
which would then imply that X 7→ b ′p.
The above example leads us to consider the following direct system of ring homomor-
phisms with vertical arrows as evaluation homomorphisms X1/p
i 7→ b1/pi , i ∈ Zi>0.
(6.2)
A[X] A[X1/p] · · · A[X1/pi ] · · · lim−→iA[X
1/pi ]
B B[b1/p] · · · B[b1/pi ] · · · lim−→i B[b
1/pi ]
A special case worth mentioning is the mapping X 7→ 0, then X1/pi 7→ b1/pi , i ∈ Z>0
where b = 0 and b1/p
i
represent nilpotents. In particular if we consider the mapping
A[X]→ B→ B mod b then the kernel is generated by b and X 7→ 0, X 7→ b get mapped to
kernel, but it is no longer true in lim−→iA[X
1/pi ]→ lim−→i B[b
1/pi ]. This fact has a topological
interpretation, the neighborhoods of zero are formed by the nilpotents.
Notation
(6.3)
A[X1/p
∞
] := lim−→
i
A[X1/p
i
] =
⋃
i
A[X1/p
i
] and B[b1/p
∞
] := lim−→
i
B[b1/p
i
] =
⋃
i
B[b1/p
i
]
A[X1/d
∞
] := lim−→
i
A[X1/d
i
] =
⋃
i
A[X1/d
i
] and B[b1/d
∞
] := lim−→
i
B[b1/p
i
] =
⋃
i
B[b1/d
i
]
6.1 Comparing Zp[p
1/d∞ ][X1/p∞ ] to Fp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞]
Inspired by [Scholze, 2012], we give a new construction relating Char 0 and Charp. Con-
sider the following mapping
(6.4)
Mor(Zp[X],Zp[X])
mod p−−−−−→ Mor(Fp[X],Fp[X])
X 7→ 0 and X 7→ p mod p−−−−−→ X 7→ 0
Zp[X]
X
and
Zp[X]
X− p
mod p−−−−−→ Fp[X]
X
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which is not one to one. The problem comes from the fact that X 7→ 0 and X 7→ pi, i ∈ Z>0
will mapto X 7→ 0 in Mor(Fp[X],Fp[X]), and this arises precisely because the neighborhood
of zero generated by the ideal (p) ∈ Zp has been glued together by the mod p map, or
completely destroyed.
To avoid destruction of neighborhood by mod p mapping, neighborhood elements that
are not destroyed have to be introduced, that is (p1/p, p1/p
2
, . . .), this is precisely the ekad
approach.
(6.5)
Mor(Zp[p
1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ],Zp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ]) mod p−−−−−→ Mor(Fp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ],Fp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ])
(X,X1/d, X1/d
2
, . . .) 7→ (0, 0, 0, . . .) mod p−−−−−→ (X,X1/d, X1/d2 , . . .) 7→ (0, 0, 0, . . .)
(X,X1/d, X1/d
2
, . . .) 7→ (p, p1/d, p1/d2 , . . .) mod p−−−−−→ (X,X1/p, X1/p2 , . . .) 7→ (0, p1/d, p1/d2 , . . .)
A functor F : A → B gives equivalence of categories A ≡ B if it is full, faithful and
essentially surjective [Hazewinkel and Kirichenko, 2005, pp. 250 Proposition 10.6.2].
Let A be the category with one object Zp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
] and the morphisms are from
the object to itself denoted as Mor(Zp[p
1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ],Zp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ]). These morphisms
are given by evaluation maps X 7→ T and are required to be homomorphisms. Hence, the
mapping X 7→ T means a compatible tuple.
(6.6) (X,X1/d, X1/d
2
, . . .) 7→ (T, T1/d, T1/d2 , . . .), T1/di ∈ Zp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
]
Let B be the category with one object Fp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
] and the morphisms are from
the object to itself denoted as Mor(Fp[p
1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ],Fp[p1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ]). These morphisms
are given by evaluation maps X 7→ t and are required to be homomorphisms. Hence, the
mapping X 7→ t means a compatible tuple.
(6.7) (X,X1/d, X1/d
2
, . . .) 7→ (t, t1/d, t1/d2 , . . .), t1/di ∈ Fp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
]
Let F : A → B be the functor mod p.
Lemma 6.1. Let p - d and F : A → B be dened as above, then F gives an equivalence
of categories.
Proof. The equivalence follows from the fact that F satises the following.
Essential Surjectivity The functor mod p maps the object of A to B.
F is surjective Every morphism in B given as X 7→ (t, t1/d, t1/d2 , . . .) which can be lifted
in A to X 7→ (t, t1/d, t1/d2 , . . .). In other words, lift the tuple as such.
F is injective The injectivity follows from the fact that the kernel of modulo p map is
generated by pi, i ∈ Z>0 (and of course zero), and for any X1/d
j 7→ pi, i ∈ Z>0, there
is X1/d
i+j 7→ pi/di a non zero element of Mor(Fp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
],Fp[p
1/d∞ ][X1/d∞ ]).
Thus, the only element in the ideal pZp which maps to zero is zero under the evalu-
ation map.
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Remark 6.2. Note that p - d implies that a + b 6= (a1/d + b1/d)d mod p or re writing
(a+b)1/d 6= a1/d+b1/d mod p. Hence X cannot map to a+X, a 6= 0 in Fp[p1/d
∞
][X1/d
∞
],
since (a+ X)1/d
i
is not well dened. For the same reason, X cannot map to a+ pj.
7 Topologically finite perfectoid Type
This section studies rings of the form R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉∞, where R is an adic ring with ideal of
denition as I, consider following two classes [Bosch, 2014, p. 162-169]:
(V) I is nitely generated, hence principal.
(N) R is Noetherian and it does not have I torsion.
The ekad ring is an example of type (V). If a ∈ R generates the ideal of denition, setting
one of the Xi in R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉∞ as a will give a completed ekap ring. It can be further
assumed that there is no a torsion to prevent any complications.
Remark 7.1. Notice the directed system
(7.1) R 〈X〉 ↪→ R
〈
X1/p
〉
↪→ · · · ↪→ R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
↪→ · · · ↪→ lim−→
i
R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
=
⋃
i>0
R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
.
There is a strict inclusion lim−→i R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
( R 〈X〉∞ and the rings R
〈
X1/p
i
〉
, i ∈ Z>0 are
Notherian if R is Notherian.
Lemma 7.2. R 〈X1, . . . Xn〉∞ is at over R.
Proof. Follows from the ideal criterion of atness as in Remark 2 on [Bosch, 2014, pp.
163].
Remark 7.3. Consider the non notherian ring R 〈T〉∞ with non nitely generated ideal
I∞, then R 〈T〉∞ /I∞ can be considered as an R 〈T〉∞ module. But, the kernel of the map
R 〈T〉∞ → R 〈T〉∞ /I∞ is not nitely generated, hence R 〈T〉∞ /I∞ is not nitely presented
as a R 〈T〉∞ module.
On, the other hand for a Notherian ring R
〈
T1/p
i
〉
the ideal I1/p
i
is nitely generated,
and it can be shown that R
〈
T1/p
i
〉
/I1/p
i
is nitely presented.
Slogan 7.4. The philosophy is to apply lim−→ to polynomial rings to pass from R[T ] to
R[T1/p
∞
], this would preserve short exact sequences since lim−→ is an exact functor, then
complete with respect to nitely generated ideal of denition, that is apply the functor
lim←−λ which would only preserve injectivity.
In other words consider polynomial algebras obtained from power series by reduction
modulo the ideal of denition, and then use the direct limit to get polynomial algebras
with fractional powers. The techniques of the standard case can then be used.
Recall that a ring A is nitely presented S algebra (or S→ A is nitely presented) if
(7.2) A ' S[Y1, . . . , Yn]
f1, . . . , fj
which implies lim−→A ' lim−→
S[Y1, . . . , Yn]
f1, . . . , fj
.
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In particular we can talk about nite presentation as a direct limit of the form
(7.3) lim−→A '
(
R[T1/p
∞
]
)
[Y1, . . . , Yn]
f1, . . . , fj
replacing S in (7.2) with non notherian ring R[T1/p
∞
].
Proposition 7.5. Let A be a Noetherian admissible ring with ideal of denition gen-
erated by a single element a and R = A[a1/p, a1/p
2
, . . .] (R is ekap), then R[T1/p
∞
] is
coherent.
Proof. Let (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ R[T1/p
∞
] be a nitely generated ideal, then it lies in the Noethe-
rian ring B[T1/p
i1 ] where B = A[a1/p
i2 ] for some i1, i2 ∈ N. Let i = max(i1, i2), set
Bi = (A[a
1/pi ])[T1/p
i
], a Noetherian ring, hence the ideal has a nite presentation of the
form
(7.4) Bmi → Bni → (f1, . . . , fn)→ 0.
Applying the direct limit functor and noting that lim−→i Bi = ∪iBi = R[T
1/p∞ ]
(7.5)
lim−→
i
Bmi → lim−→
i
Bni → lim−→
i
(f1, . . . , fn)→ 0
R[T1/p
∞
]m → R[T1/p∞ ]n →(f1, . . . , fn)→ 0
Corollary 7.6. R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is coherent. This implies that if b ⊂ R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is nitely
generated ideal then R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
/b is coherent.
Proof. Any nitely generated of R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
can be obtained by completion (or successive a
adic approximation) of a nitely generated ideal of R[T1/p
∞
]. Thus, apply the completion
functor to (7.5) (completing with respect to a) and observe that inverse limit commutes
with direct sum and completion of surjective morphism is surjective (for nite modules)
[Tag 0315].
(7.6) R
〈
T1/p
∞〉m → R〈T1/p∞〉n → (f1, . . . , fn)→ 0
Another proof would be to consider the short exact sequence associated to the ideal M =
(f1, . . . , fn) and A = R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
.
(7.7) 0→ N→ An →M→ 0
and tensor it with R/a to get to polynomial case R[T1/p
∞
], where we know from proposition
7.5 that the idealM/aM is nitely presented. Hence, N/aN is a nite A/aA module which
implies (standard a adic approximation as given in Theorem 8.4 [Matsumura et al., 1989,
pp. 58]) that N is a nite A module proving the nite presentation.
Corollary 7.7. K
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is coherent, where K is the eld of fractions of R.
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Proof. Apply the right exact functor −⊗R K to (7.6).
The following denition is adapted from [Bosch, 2014, pp. 163] in light of the above
remarks.
Definition 7.8. A topological R algebra A, with R of type (V) (or ekad), is called
1. of topologically nite eka type if it is isomorphic to R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞ /I∞ with I adic
topology, and I∞ is an ideal in R 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞.
2. of topologically nite eka presentation if in addition to above I∞ is nitely generated.
3. admissible if, in addition to the above, A does not have I torsion.
7.1 Artin-Rees
Remark 7.9. From [Abbes, 2010, pp 41] Let A be a ring and J an ideal of A, we say that
(A, J) veries
1. the condition of Artin Rees if J is of nite type and if for all A module M of nite
type and all sub A modules N of M, the ltration induced on N by the J preadic
ltration on M is bounded; that is to say there exists n0 such that, for all n > n0
we say
J((JnM) ∩N) = (Jn+1M) ∩N
2. the condition of Krull, if for all A module M of nite type and all sub A module N
of M, the topology J preadic of N is induced by the topology J preadic of M.
The condition 2 of remark 7.9 is demonstrated below.
Lemma 7.10. Let R be an admissible ring with ideal of denition generated by a single
element π, (R could be non notherian ekad). Let A be an R algebra of topologically
nite eka presentation, M a nite A module, and N ⊂M. Then the (π) adic topology
of M restricts to (π) adic topology on N.
Proof. First note that the generators ofM also generate πiM, the same is true for N. The
result follows from the following observation.
(7.8) ((πm+nM) ∩N) ⊂ πmN ⊂ ((πmM) ∩N)
Proposition 7.11. Let A be a R algebra of topologically eka type and M a nite A
module. Then M is π adically complete and separated.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 8 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 165], by replacing R 〈ζ〉 with R 〈T〉∞
and using the lemma 7.10
Corollary 7.12. Any R algebra of topologically eka type is I adically complete and
separated.
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7.1.1 Notation
If A is an R algebra of topologically nite type, set Rn := R/I
n+1 and An := A/I
n+1 =
A ⊗R Rn for n ∈ N. Thus, A can be identied with projective limit lim←−nAn. Similar
notation is used for R module M with Mn :=M⊗R Rn
Proposition 7.13. Let A be an R algebra that is I adically complete and separted,
then:
1. A is of topologically nite eka type if and only if A0 is a direct limit of C0 nite
type over R0.
2. A is topologically nite eka presentation if and only if An is of nite presentation
over Rn for all n ∈ N.
Proof. 1. The proof is identical to Proposition 10 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 166], by applying di-
rect limit to epimorphism R0[T ]→ C0, gives the epimorphism ϕ0 : R0[T1/p
∞
]→ A0 =
lim−→C0 which in turn gives a continuous onto R algebra homorphism ϕ : R
〈
T1/p
∞〉→
A as in cited reference.
2. Let a = Kerϕ (ϕ as dened above), leading to a SES
(7.9) 0→ a→ R
〈
T1/p
∞〉 ϕ−→ A
which leads to the following SES (as in the cited reference) where algebras An are
assumed to be of nite presentation over Rn. From the Lemma 7.10 we get the exact
sequence.
(7.10) 0→ a
a ∩ InR
〈
T1/p
∞〉 → Rn[T1/p∞ ]→ An → 0
As in the cited reference there is a nitely generated ideal a ′ ⊂ a such that a = a ′ + Ia,
and limit argument (with respect to I) gives a = a ′.
Proposition 7.14. Let ϕ : A → B be a morphism of R algebras of topologically nite
eka presentation, and M a nite B module. Then M is at (resp. faithfully at) A
module if and only if Mn is at(resp. faithfully at) An module for n ∈ N
Proof. See Proposition 11 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 166] replacing occurence of topologically nite
type with topologically nite eka presentation, and use Lemma 7.10 (in place of Lemma 7
of cited reference) and Proposition 7.11 (in place of Prospostion 8 of cited reference).
Corollary 7.15. Let A be an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation, and
let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A generate the unit ideal. Then, all the canonical maps A → A
〈
f−1i
〉
are at, and A→
∏r
i=1A
〈
f−1i
〉
is faithfully at.
Proof. See Corollary 12 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 167] replacing occurence of topologically -
nite type with topologically nite eka presentation and use Proposition 7.14 (in palce of
Proposition 8 of the cited reference).
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Corollary 7.16. Let A be an R algebra that is I adically complete and separated, and
let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A generate the unit ideal. Then the following are equivalent
1. A is of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
2. A
〈
f−1i
〉
is of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
Proof. See Corollary 13 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 167] replacing occurence of topologically nite
type with topologically nite eka presentation. Use Proposition 7.13 (in place of Proposition
10 in cited reference) and Corollary 7.15 (in place of Corollary 12 in cited reference).
In case R is eka with ideal of denition generated by a single element g, the result
follows from the commutative diagram.
(7.11)
A
∏r
i=1A
〈
f−1i
〉
A[g−1]
∏r
i=1A
〈
f−1i
〉
[g−1]
The following Lemma is again proved in Proposition 11.4.
Lemma 7.17. Let A be an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation, B an
A algebra of nite type, and M a nite B module. Then if B
∧
and M
∧
are the I adic
completions of B and M, the canonical map
M⊗b B
∧
→M
∧
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This proof closely follows Lemma 14 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 168]. Start by choosing an
exact sequence
(7.12) 0→ N→ Bn p−→M→ 0
and obtain the rst row of the commutative diagram below by applying the −⊗BB
∧
(a right
exact functor) to the exact sequence. Notice that h :M⊗B B
∧
→M
∧
is surjective [tag 0315].
It needs to be shown that h is injective to get the isomorphism h :M⊗BB
∧
→M
∧
. This will
be obtained by showing Kerh = 0, by applying snake lemma to (7.13) and showing that
Coker f = 0, or the map f is surjective.
The map p
∧
is surjective since it is composed of surjective maps B
∧n
→ M ⊗B B
∧
h−→ M
∧
.
Let N denote the closure of N in B
∧n
, then i is an inclusion map which can be shown by
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explicitly nding convergent sequences as in the cited reference.
(7.13)
N⊗B B
∧
B
∧n
M⊗B B
∧
0
0 N B
∧n
M
∧
0
p̂
f h
i
The Proposition 7.13 yields that B̂ is topologically nite eka type, sinceA is topologically
nite eka type and B is nite A algebra. It follows from Proposition 7.11 that image of
N⊗B B̂ is closed in B̂n and thus equals N, proving the surjectivity of f.
7.2 Raynaud Gruson Analogue
Consider the following SES
(7.14) 0→ (X1, X2, . . .)→ R[X1, X2, . . .]→
R[X1, X2, . . .]
(X1, X2, . . .)
→ 0
The module R[X1, X2, . . .]/(X1, X2, . . .) is nitely generated as R[X1, X2, . . .] module but
the above SES shows that it is not nitely presented. A nite presentation of a nitely
generated RmoduleM translates to nitely generated Kernel of the surjective map Rn →M
(with n a positive integer).
In fact, the Raynaud Gruson theorem for topologically nite type depends upon nite
presentation of nitely generated modules on the Notherian ring R[T ]. For the case at hand
nite presentation of nitely generated modules on the R[T1/p
∞
] is required, but this ring
is Non Notherian and can present similar problem as 7.14. Consider the following SES
(suggested by Scholze)
(7.15) 0→ (T, T1/p, T1/p2 , . . .)→ R[T1/p∞ ]→ R[T
1/p∞ ]
(T, T1/p, T1/p2 , . . .)
→ 0.
with innitely generated kernel. Such, counter examples will be explicitly avoided by
making suitable assumptions.
Let R be the ekad ring with ideal of denition generated by t and B a topologically
nite R algebra and M a nite B module. Then M/tM is a nite B/tB module of nite
presentation (since we are now in the world of Notherian rings of the form R[T ]). This is
precisely what does not hold any more for topologically nite eka type as shown in example
(7.15).
Theorem 7.18. Let B be an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation and M
a nite B module that is at over R. Furthermore, M/tM is a nite B/tB module of
nite presentation. Then M is an B module of nite presentation, that is
Br → Bs →M→ 0
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Proof. Since, R is eka its ideal of denition is generated by a single element say t, and
M/tM is a nite B/tB module which is at over R/tR. Morevover, M/tM is an B/tB
module of nite presentation by assumption.
Consider the following short exact sequence
(7.16) 0→ L→ Bs →M→ 0
which will remain exact when tensored with R/tR sinceM is at over R. As in the reference
[Bosch, 2014, pp. 163] or Proposition 9.2.1 [Fujiwara et al., 2018, pp. 221-222] this gives
L/tL is a nite B/tB module (follows from nite presentation of M/tM) which implies
(standard t adic approximation as given in Theorem 8.4 [Matsumura et al., 1989, pp. 58])
that L is a nite B module proving the nite presentation.
Let us prove the coherence property again.
Lemma 7.19. Let R be an ekad ring of the form A[t, t1/p, t1/p
2
, . . .] where A is Nothe-
rian.
1. The ring R 〈T〉∞ is coherent.
2. Let A be an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation then A is coherent.
Proof. 1. It needs to be shown that each nitely generated ideal a of R 〈T〉∞ is nitely
presented. But any nitely generated ideal is at over R and a/ta will lie inA[t1/p
i
][T1/p
i
]
for i large enough. Since, A[t1/p
i
][T1/p
i
] is Notherian a/ta is of nite presentation.
Hence, by Theorem 7.18 a has nite presentation.
2. From previous a is coherent, thus R 〈T〉∞ /a is coherent.
8 Admissible Formal Schemes
The recipe for topologically nite type can be followed to get admissible formal schemes.
The big dierence is that non notherian condition forces topologically nite eka presentation
in place of topologically nite eka type as the base model to work with.
Definition 8.1. Let X be a formal R scheme. X is called locally of topologically nite eka
type (resp. locally of topologically nite eka presentation, resp. admissible) if there is an
open ane covering (Ui)i∈J of X with Ui = Spf Ai where Ai is an R algebra of topologically
nite eka type (resp. of topologically nite eka presentation, resp. admissible).
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8.1 Topologically Perfectoid formal scheme
Proposition 8.2. Let A be an R algebra that is I adically complete and separated, and
let X = Spf A be the associated formal R scheme. Then the following are equivalent
1. X is locally of topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible).
2. A is topologically nite eka presentation (resp. admissible) as R algebra.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 7.16.
Definition 8.3. A formal R scheme X is called of topologically nite eka presentation if it
is locally of topologically nite eka presentation and quasi compact and quasi separated.
8.2 The functor rig
In this section we assume the rings to be of locally of topologically nite eka presentation.
There is a functor rig on ane formal R schemes given as below
(8.1) rig : X = Spf A 7→ Xrig = Sp (A⊗R K)
where A is topologically nite eka presentation and Sp (A ⊗R K) is called the category of
rigid K spaces (constructed following [Raynaud, 1974]). It consists of maximal ideals of
A⊗R K along with functions on it.
(8.2)
A⊗R K = S−1(R 〈T〉∞ /I), where S = R\{0}
R 〈T〉∞ ⊂ S−1(R 〈T〉∞) ⊂ K 〈T〉∞ , Canonical Inclusion
Following, Proposition 6.7.2 of [Fujiwara et al., 2018, pp. 135] we know K = R[1/$]
where $ is a uniformiser. Since, lim cν = 0 for any series f =
∑
ν cνT
ν ∈ K 〈T〉∞ , ν ∈
N[1/p], there is a constant s ∈ R\{0} such that s−1f has coecients in R, thus there is an
equality S−1(R 〈T〉∞) = K 〈T〉∞, and we get a well dened Xrig.
Moreover, we can apply the above to localization (as in [Bosch, 2014, p. 171]), since for
any f ∈ A gives
(8.3)
A
〈
f−1
〉
⊗R K =
A 〈T〉
1− fT
⊗R K
=
(A⊗R K) 〈T〉
1− fT
= A⊗R K
〈
f−1
〉
It can also be shown that Laurent Domains can be produced from basic open subspace
(8.4)
A A⊗R K
A
〈
f−1
〉
(A⊗R K)
〈
f−1
〉
X(f−1) = Spf A
〈
f−1
〉
⊂ X = Spf A
Xrig(f
−1) = Sp (A⊗R K)
〈
f−1
〉
⊂ Xrig = Sp (A⊗R K)
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The proof on page [Bosch, 2014, p. 171] can be modied (with a lot work) to give the
following theorem 8.4. This is shown in an upcoming paper and is not used in the rest of
the article. The main diculty lies in constructing a well dened functor from the generic
bre B⊗R K→ A⊗R K to the corresponding space Sp (B⊗R K)→ Sp (A⊗R K).
Theorem 8.4. Let R be a valuation ring of height 1 with eld of fractions K and A
an R algebra of topologically nite eka type. The functor A 7→ A⊗R K gives rise to a
functor X → Xrig from category of formal R schemes that are locally of topologically
nite eka type to category of K spaces.
9 Perfectoid Algebras
Let K be a perfectoid eld and K denote its algebraic closure, and T denote the multi-index
{X1, . . . , Xn}.
The perfectoid algebras will be denoted by R(reected R), this can be done by command
\DeclareMathOperator{\rr}{\reflectbox{\ensuremath{R}}}
(or just \DeclareMathOperator{\rr}{\reflectbox{\text{R}}} to avoid complications
of font selection) in the preamble and using \rr to get R. This new symbol looks like pra
in Devnagri (implying perfectoid), and symbols like Rn would translate to pran meaning
life or better Rm prem for love.
Definition 9.1. 1. The K algebra Rn := K 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉∞ of all formal power series
(9.1)
∑
i∈N[1/p]n
ciT
i ∈ K[[T ]], ci ∈ K, lim
i→∞ ci = 0
is called perfectoid Tate algebra and the terms can be ordered by degree using the
ordering of rational numbers.
2. Let a be an ideal of Rn, then algebras of the form A = Rn /a are called perfectoid
anoid K algebras. In other words, there is an epimorphism Rn → A for some n ∈ N.
The denition implies that Rn converges on the unit disk B
n(K).
In this tract the eld K perfectoid is replaced by eld of fractions of an ekap ring and
K is consequently meant to say completed ekap ring.
10 Coherent Modules
Let A be a topologically nite eka presentation type R algebra and M an A module. Let
X = Spf (A) be the corresponding formal scheme, then we can associate M∆ to M dened
as
(10.1) M∆(Df) = lim←−
n∈N
M⊗A An[f−1] where An = A/In+1
with f ∈ A and I is the ideal of denition.
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Proposition 10.1. Let X = Spf A be a formal R scheme of topologically nite eka
presentation. If M is an nite A module, the sheaf M∆ on the open sets D(f), f ∈ A
is given by the functor
(10.2) Df 7→M⊗A A
〈
f−1
〉
.
Proof. From corollary 7.16, A
〈
f−1
〉
is an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation
and proposition 7.11 gives M⊗A A
〈
f−1
〉
as a nite A
〈
f−1
〉
module is I adically complete
and separated. But, M∆(Df) can be considered as the I adic completion of M ⊗A A[f−1]
which is dense in M⊗A A
〈
f−1
〉
.
Corollary 10.2. Let X = Spf A be a formal R scheme of topologically nite eka pre-
sentation, and thus coherent,
1. There is a fully faithful exact functor F :M→M∆ given as
Category of coherent A modules→ Category of OX modules
2. In the category of A modules the functor F commutes with kernel, cokernel,
image and tensor product. Additionally, the sequence
(10.3) 0→M ′ →M→M ′′ → 0
is exact if and only if the sequence below is exact,
(10.4) 0→M ′∆ →M∆ →M ′′∆ → 0.
Proof. Same as Corollary 2 [Bosch, 2014, p. 176-177] with coherence coming from the
lemma 7.19. Moreover, the coherence of the module is already assumed (rather than just
niteness condition).
Definition 10.3. Let X be a formal R scheme and M an OX-module.
1. M is called of nite type, if there is an open covering of X given by (Xi)i∈J and
corresponding exact sequence
(10.5) OsiX |Xi →M|Xi → 0, i ∈ J.
2. M is called of nite presentation, if there is an open covering of X given by (Xi)i∈J
and corresponding exact sequence
(10.6) OriX |Xi → O
si
X |Xi →M|Xi → 0, i ∈ J.
3. M is called coherent, if it is of nite type and if the kernel of the morphism below is
nite type
(10.7) OsX|U →M|U where U is open subscheme of X.
Corollary 10.4. Let M be an OX module, where X is a formal R scheme of topologically
nite eka presentation, then the following are equivalent
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1. M is coherent.
2. M is of nite presentation.
3. M|Xi is associated to coherent OXi module, where (Xi)i∈J is a covering of X.
Proof. The rst two are equivalent from the denitions. Assume that X = Spf A where A
is an R algebra of topologically nite eka presentation equipped with an exact sequence
(10.8) (Ar)∆ → (As)∆ →M → 0.
The proof in Remark 8 [Bosch, 2014, p. 177-178] applies with coherence coming from the
lemma 7.19.
11 Admissible Formal Blowing Up
The purpose of this section is to prove that formal blowing up of a formal scheme gives
a formal scheme again. Since, we are working with non notherian rings Gabber's Lemma
would be crucial.
11.1 Gabber’s Lemma
The rst lemma is taken verbatim from [Bosch, 2014, pp. 180]
Lemma 11.1. Let M be an A module, and π ∈ A a non zero divisor in A, then the
following are equivalent:
1. M is at over A.
2. The torsion of π
(π torsion)M = {x ∈M such that πnx = 0 for some n ∈ N}
is trivial in M, M/πM is at over A/πA, and M⊗A A[π−1] is at over A[π−1].
The Gabber's result lemma 2 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 181] is for R algebra of topologi-
cally nite type where the rings are Notherian. Here this result is extended to topo-
logically nite eka presentation where the rings are Non Notherian by using results from
[Fujiwara et al., 2018].
The rst result is [Fujiwara et al., 2018, pp. 160 Lemma 7.4.9].
Lemma 11.2. Let A be a ring with ideal I andM an A module and N an A submodule.
The topology on N dened by the induced ltration
(11.1) H• = {N ∩ InM}n>0
is I adic if and only if for any n > 0 there exists m > 0 such that N ∩ ImM ⊆ InN.
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The above lemma is the Krull condition 2 of remark 7.9 and shown to hold in lemma
7.10.
The second result which requires the conditions of the Lemma 11.2 is the following
[Fujiwara et al., 2018, pp. 161 Proposition 7.4.11].
Proposition 11.3. Let A be a ring with nitely generated ideal of dention I and
it satises the conditions of the Lemma above. Then the exact sequence of nitely
generated A modules
(11.2) N
g−→M f−→ L
induces exact sequence
(11.3) N
∧ g
∧
−→M
∧ f
∧
−→ L
∧
The purpose is to prove the analogue of [Fujiwara et al., 2018, pp. 177 Proposition
8.2.18] without using the Notherian outside hypothesis. The analogous result required is
the following.
Proposition 11.4. Let R be an admissible ring with nitely generated ideal of de-
nition I, and M be a nite R module with presentation as 0 → K → R⊕n → M → 0.
Furthermore the hypothesis of lemma 11.2 is satised. Then M ⊗R R
∧
→ M
∧
is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Let M have a presentation as 0 → K → R⊕n →M → 0, then we get the following
diagram
(11.4)
K⊗R R
∧
A⊕n ⊗R R
∧
M⊗R R
∧
0
0 K
∧
A⊕n
∧
M
∧
0
The vertical arrows are surjective since the mapM⊗RR
∧
→M
∧
is surjective for any nite
R moduleM [Stacks Project Authors, 2016, tag0315]. The exactness of the rst row comes
from the right exactness of the tensor product. The exactness of the second row comes
from Proposition 11.3. The snake lemma then gives M⊗R R
∧
→M
∧
is an isomorphism.
Lemma 11.5. 1. The canonical map A[T1/p
∞
]→ A
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for A Notherian.
2. The canonical map K[T1/p
∞
]→ K
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for K where K is a eld.
3. The canonical map R[T1/p
∞
]→ R
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at for R ekap.
4. Let B = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
, then the canonical map B[T ]→ B 〈T〉 is at.
5. Let B = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
, then the canonical map B[T1/p
∞
]→ B
〈
T1/p
∞〉
is at.
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Proof. The story boils down to showing a nite presentation of a nitely generated ideal
q of a ring R. The proposition 11.4 then gives an isomorphism q ⊗ R
∧
= q
∧
. But, q
∧
is an
ideal of R
∧
implying the injectivity of the map q⊗ R
∧
→ R
∧
which implies atness of the map
R→ R
∧
. Hence, the lemma follows if there is a nite presentation in each of the cases.
1. Consider a nitely generated ideal a of A[T1/p
∞
] = ∪iA[T1/p
i
], then a ∈ A[T1/pi ] for
some i which is notherian. Therefore, a is nitely presented.
2. Follows from the previous.
3. Consider a nitely generated ideal a of R[T1/p
∞
] = ∪iA[a1/p
i
][T1/p
i
], then a ∈
A[a1/p
i
][T1/p
i
] for some i which is notherian. Therefore, a is nitely presented.
4. Notice that B[T ] = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉⊗KK[T ]. Let b be a nitely generated ideal of B[T ], then
b = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉 ⊗K b ′ where b ′ is an ideal of K[T ] (notherian ring) and hence nitely
presented. Apply the functor K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉⊗K − to the nite presentation of b ′ to get a
nite presentation of b.
5. Notice that B[T1/p
∞
] = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉 ⊗K K[T1/p∞ ]. Let b be a nitely generated ideal
of B[T1/p
∞
], then b = K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉 ⊗K b ′ where b ′ is an ideal of K[T1/pi ] for some i
(notherian ring) and hence nitely presented. Apply the functor K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉 ⊗K − to
the nite presentation of b ′ to get a nite presentation of b.
It is time to show Gabber's Lemma (see [Bosch, 2014, Lemma 2 pp. 181] ), the non
notherian part has been taken care of in Lemma 11.5, below is simple base change.
Lemma 11.6. Let R be an adic ring of type (V or ekad) with ideal of denition
generated by π and let A be an R-algebra of topologically nite eka presentation and
C an A-algebra of nite type. Then the (π)-adic completion C
∧
of C is at over C .
Proof. The proof is simple adaptation from the last paragraph of proof Lemma 2 (see
[Bosch, 2014, Lemma 2 pp. 181]).
Start with a special case C = A[T ] (where A is R
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
), Lemma 11.1 implies that in
order to prove C
∧
is at over C, it suces to show that C
∧
⊗R R[π−1] is at over C⊗R R[π−1]
(or C[π−1]). But, R[π−1] = K is a eld and thus we need to show
(11.5) C
∧
⊗R K = L 〈T〉 is at over C⊗R K = L[T ]
where L is K
〈
ζ1/p
∞〉
and the atness follows from Lemma 11.5.
Let B be topologically nite eka type and consider epimorphism B → A which can be
extended to φ : B[Y]→ C since C is of nite type A algebra. Let Kerφ := a which implies
that C = B[Y]/a. The atness of B 〈Y〉 over B[Y] (shown above, replace T with Y) implies
that B 〈Y〉 ⊗B[Y] C = B 〈Y〉 /aB 〈Y〉 is at over C (by base change).
It needs to be shown that B 〈Y〉 /aB 〈Y〉 is π adic completion of B[Y]/a. Now, consider
the mapping ϕ : B[Y]/a → B 〈Y〉 /aB 〈Y〉, which can be tensored with R/(π)n to yield
isomorphism ϕ⊗RR/(π)n of polynomial algebras for any n. But, B 〈Y〉 /aB 〈Y〉 is π adically
complete and separated by Proposition 7.11 and hence it is π adic completion of C =
B[Y]/a.
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11.2 Blow Up
Let X be a formal R scheme which is locally of topologically nite eka presentation and let
A ⊂ OX be an ideal, it will be called open if it contains powers InOX where I is the ideal of
denition. The proposition ?? then gives that A is associated to a coherent open ideal a of
the underlying R algebra that is topologically nite eka presentation. Following denition
3 [Bosch, 2014, pp. 183], along with other details, gives the following.
Definition 11.7. Let A ⊂ X be a coherent open ideal and X a formal R scheme which
is locally of topologically nite eka presentation. The formal blowing up of A on X is the
formal R scheme
(11.6) XA = lim−→
n∈N
Proj
⊕
d>0
Ad ⊗OX
OX
InOX

along with a canonical projection XA → X. A blow up of the form above will be called
admissible formal blow up.
A immediate consequence of the denition is that if X = Spf A for X ane, then from
proposition ?? an ideal A ⊂ OX is coherent open if and only if it corresponds to open ideal
a ⊂ A. The blow up is now
(11.7) XA = lim−→
n∈N
Proj
⊕
d>0
ad ⊗R
R
In
 .
The blow up of topologically nite eka presentation might not yield topologically nite
eka presentation, but if R does not admit I torsion, the blow up of topologically nite eka
presentation yields topologically nite eka presentation.
In light of the above denition, the following results follow from [Bosch, 2014, pp. 185-
186] by changing topologically nite presentation to topologically nite eka presentation.
Proposition 11.8. Admissible formal blowing up commutes with at base change.
Proof. Consider the ane case X = Spf A,Y = Spf B and ϕ : X→ Y the base change mor-
phism, and B be topologically nite eka type. Let A be associated with nitely generated
open ideal a ⊂ A.
(11.8)
XA = lim−→
n∈N
Proj
(
n⊕
d=0
ad ⊗R
R
In
)
XA ×X Y = lim−→
n∈N
Proj
(
n⊕
d=0
ad ⊗A B⊗R
R
In
)
XA ×X Y = lim−→
n∈N
Proj
(
n⊕
d=0
(adB)⊗R
R
In
)
The last equality follows from the fact that if B is at over A then ai ⊗A B → aiB is an
isomorphism.
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Corollary 11.9. Let A ⊂ X be a coherent open ideal and X a formal R scheme which is
locally of topologically nite eka presentation. Let U ⊂ X be a open formal subscheme,
the formal blowing up of the coherent ideal A|U ⊂ OU coincides with XA ×X U.
Recall that the scheme theoretic blow up for an ideal a is given as
(11.9) P = Proj
⊕
d>0
ad
 where a ⊂ A
If I is the ideal of denition of ring R, the I adic completion is given as
(11.10) P
∧
= lim−→
n∈N
Proj
⊕
d>0
ad ⊗R
R
In

The above leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 11.10. Let A ⊂ X be a coherent open ideal, associated with coherent open
ideal a ⊂ A (i.e. A = a∆) and X a formal R scheme which is locally of topologically
nite eka presentation. Then the formal blowing up of XA is obtained from the I adic
completion of the scheme theoretic blow up of a on Spec A.
Proof. Start with a scheme theoretic blow up and then complete P.
(11.11)
P = Proj
(
n⊕
d=0
ad
)
P̂ = lim−→
n∈N
(
P ⊗R
R
In
)
= lim−→
n∈N
Proj
(
n⊕
d=0
ad ⊗R
R
In
)
11.3 Admissible Blow Up
In this section the modied Gabber's lemma is required for the results to hold.
Proposition 11.11. Let A be topologically nite eka presentation and a = 〈f0, . . . , fr〉 ⊂
A a coherent open ideal. Suppose X = Spf A is the admissible formal ane R scheme
with coherent open ideal A = a∆ and XA is formal blowing up of A on X. Then the
following hold
1. The ideal A is a line bundle.
2. Let the ideal A be generated by fi, i = 0, . . . , r and Ui be the corresponding locus
in XA, then {Ui} denes an open ane covering of XA.
3. With Ci as given below, denote Ai = Ci/(I−torsion)Ci then Ui = Spf Ai and the
I torsion of Ci is same as the fi torsion.
(11.12) Ci = A
〈
fj
fi
〉
=
A 〈ξj〉
(fiξj − fj)
where j 6= i
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Proof.
1. Recall that the scheme theoretic blow up for X = Spec A is given as X̃ = Proj
⊕
d>0 a
d
with covering
⋃r
i=0D+(fi) with D+(fi) = Spec S(fi) (homogeneous localization),
where S =
⊕
d>0 a
d and aS(fi) ⊂ S(fi) induces invertible ideal aOX̃.
The above story needs to be carried to formal schemes, in particular atness has to
be exhibited, which would make tensoring an exact functor and everything above
would carry to formal schemes. The atness for topologically nite eka presentation
is shown in the modied Gabber's Lemma.
Let S
∧
(fi) denote the I adic completion of S(fi), which is at over S(fi) by modied
Gabber's Lemma and hence the ideal aS
∧
(fi) ⊂ S
∧
(fi) is invertible.
The formal scheme XA is covered by Spf S
∧
(fi), thus AOXA is invertible ideal on XA.
2. Since Ui = Spf S
∧
(fi), it denes an ane cover of X.
3. Start by explicitly describing the localization process and I torsion.
(11.13) Bi = A
[
fj
fi
]
=
A [ξj]
(fiξj − fj)
where j 6= i
The I adic completion of Bi and application of Lemma 7.17 gives
(11.14)
Ci = Bi ⊗A[ξj] A 〈ξj〉 where j 6= i
= A
〈
fj
fi
〉
=
A 〈ξj〉
(fiξj − fj)
where j 6= i
By modied Gabber's lemma Ci is at over Bi implying that
(11.15)
(I torsion)Ci = (I torsion)Bi ⊗Bi Ci
(fi torsion)Ci = (fi torsion)Bi ⊗Bi Ci
If (I torsion)Ci = (fi torsion)Ci Lemma 7.17 gives the following with Ui = Spf Ai.
(11.16) Ai = S
∧
(fi) =
A
〈
fi
fj
〉
(I torsion)
where j 6= i
The only thing left to show is that (I torsion)Ci = (fi torsion)Ci which follows from
(I torsion)Bi = (fi torsion)Bi . Since, S(fi) does not admit fi torsion (localization) we
get Bi/(fi torsion) ' S(fi). The open ideal aBi is generated by fi which gives
(11.17) (fi torsion)Bi ⊂ (I torsion)Bi .
But, the formal scheme X is admissible, hence there is not I torsion in the homoge-
neous localizations S(fi) giving the required equality
(11.18) (fi torsion)Bi = (I torsion)Bi .
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Remark 11.12. The formal blowing up XA is an admissible formal R scheme, since we
always work with nitely generated ideals a. This, condition can be relaxed in the case of
Topologically nite type as given in Corollary 8 of [Bosch, 2014, pp. 188].
The proposition 11.11 leads to following proposition with the same proofs as given in
Proposition 9 and Remark 10 of [Bosch, 2014, pp. 189].
Proposition 11.13. Let X be a admissible formal R scheme, and A ⊂ OX a nitely
generated coherent open ideal, with XA the formal blow up. Then the following hold
1. Let Y be a formal scheme equipped with a morphism φ : Y→ X such that AOY
is an invertible ideal in OY, then φ factors through XA.
2. Let B be another nitely generated coherent open ideal in OX and denote B =
BOX. Then the formal blowing up of the ideal AB on X is isomorphic to blowing
up B on XA, given as
(11.19) (XA)B → XA → X
Proof. 1. The problem can be considered locally. Once we have a proper description
of Y → X we can factorize it through XA → X. Let X = Spf A,Y = Spf B and
a = (f0, . . . , fr) ⊂ A associated to A such that the ideal AOY is invertible. This
means that the ideal AOY is generated by some fiB and is invertible. Hence, we can
consider the unique homomorphism
(11.20) Ai := A 〈fj/fi〉 /(fi-torsion)→ B, i 6= j
which extends A → B (corresponding to Y → X) mapping fractions fj/fi of Ai into
B.
The uniqueness follows from the local nature, and factorization has to map locally
into Ui = Spf Ai. But, Ui is the locus corresponding to the ideal generated by fi.
2. See Remark 10 of [Bosch, 2014, pp. 189].
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